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Everyone really needs an estate plan, but are women in need of an estate plan more than men?
There are four main reasons why women have more of a need for an estate plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Women Often Outlive Men
Many Women Earn Less Over Their Lifetime Than Men
Most Custodial Parents Are Women
Women Are Business Owners

Do I Need An Estate Plan?
In a word, YES!
No matter where you fall on the “wealth,” spectrum (and for this article, we’ll define “wealth” in economic terms,
rather than emotional or spiritual), it’s important to make estate planning a top priority. And, just as with all things
“Mars/Venus,” a woman’s estate planning needs are much different than a man’s – all the more reason to take
charge of your own financial future.
(bellaonline.com)
Take the time to consider your family’s future if you’re not around. Not knowing how to start an Estate Plan or what is
needed to start your Estate Plan is not an excuse. If you don’t know where to start come to a Free Estate Planning
Workshop.
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